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Motivations

Narrow Point: how resource wealth affects the lives of
marginalized people in a marginalized place

Broad Point:
1. MNCs
2. Resource extraction
3. Multi-level governance
4. ...and identifying effects of resource rents on local public

goods

Central finding: onset of resource revenues -> slower growth in
village electrification
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The Resource Curse

Simple expectation: the resource curse exists at the
subnational level

Causal logic
I Natural resource revenues reduce elected officials’ fiscal

dependence, accountability
I Fiscally unaccountable politicians are less likely to do what

citizens like
I Citizens like public goods, especially where public goods are rare

Precise hypothesis
I The onset of resource revenue flows will be associated

with lower provision of local public goods
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The Case of Indonesian Papua

Easternmost two provinces in Indonesia, formerly known as
Irian Jaya province (split, renamed in 2003)



The Case of Indonesian Papua

Two key resource-producing districts
1. Mimika (Papua)
2. Teluk Bintuni (West Papua)



The Case of Indonesian Papua

Resources in Mimika

gold and copper from Grasberg
facility (Freeport McMoRan)

Resources in Teluk Bintuni

natural gas from Tangguh LNG
facility (BP w/ CNOOC, Nippon Oil)



BP and Freeport in Indonesian Papua

Five commonalities:
1. Neither has a great reputation
2. Both know it
3. Both are targets of independence activists, militants, etc.
4. CSR/community outreach is a (rhetorical) priority
5. Special focus on spillovers and public goods

One difference:
1. revenues started in 2009 for Tangguh, had been ongoing

from Grasberg (note: revenues not unanticipated)
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It’s complicated

Bottom line:
I most revenues flow to resource producing districts
I some flow to resource producing provinces
I remainder flow to other (non-resource producing)

districts in resource producing provinces
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Local public goods:
Non-excludable and non-rivalrous goods delivered to
communities by higher administrative units

Our focus:
I Electricity (provided by PLN)
I Health care (three community health facilities)

Commonality: provision is a multi-level governance problem

Difference: relevance for extractive activity
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An Empirical Model

Basic idea: OK, did the onset of resource revenues affect local
public goods provision in Teluk Bintuni?

Problems:
1. What’s the counterfactual?
2. Revenues do not flow just to districts that produce

resources

Solution: diff-in-diff-in-diff (DDD) approach
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An Empirical Model

Our baseline model:

Yit = β0 + β1Resourcesd + β2Provincep

+β3Resourcesd · Provincep + δ0PostOnsett
+δ1PostOnsett · Resourcesd + δ2PostOnsett · Provincep

+δ3PostOnsett · Resourcesd · Provincep + Xit + Dd + εit

Yit is a public good in village i in period t
Xit are time-varying village-level covariates
Dd are district fixed effects
OLS with clustered standard errors by district · year

δ3 is our main parameter of interest

Note different scales/dimensions of variation: i ,d ,p, t = village,
district, province, time
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Results Summary

Electrification
1. DDD term negative and highly significant

onset of revenues→ lower growth in electricity after onset
of revenue flows in Teluk Bintuni relative to both other West
Papuan districts and to resource-rich Mimika

2. Resource-producing districts have lower rates of
electrification

3. West Papua has lower rates of electrification
4. On average, electrification grew across Papua and West

Papua between 2008 and 2011
5. Larger, less remote, and Muslim-majority villages have

more electricity
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Results Summary

Community health facilities
1. DDD term positive and highly significant in most baseline

models
onset of revenues→ more health care facilities after onset
of revenue flows in Teluk Bintuni relative to both other West
Papuan districts and to resource-rich Mimika

2. Resource-producing districts have fewer health care
facilities

3. Other results fragile (both sign and sig.)
4. Larger, less remote, and Muslim-majority villages have

more community health facilities
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Robustness

1. Non-linear models (logit / fractional logit)
2. Randomization inference (Rader 2011) with a

“double-permutation” test
2.1 Estimate base model, store δ3 and its T-statistic
2.2 Randomly assign each district to be “in Papua” or “in West

Papua”
2.3 Randomly assign each district to have natural resources or

not
2.4 Estimate base model using random provinces and resource

endowments, store “placebo DDD” and “placebo T”
2.5 Repeat steps 2.2-2.4 500 times
2.6 Compare distribution of placebos to “true” estimate from

step 2.1



Robustness
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“Double-permutation” test results



Mechanisms

1. Commodity price shocks?
2. Revenues→ violence, violence→ fewer public goods
3. Natural gas versus mining

3.1 Compensation for “dirtier” mining operation
3.2 Gas facilities produce their own electricity

4. Spillover effects (negative or positive)
5. Insulates district governments from political accountability



Conclusion

Narrow contribution: Papuan case

Broader contributions:
1. Subnational resource curse
2. From MNCs to local communities
3. Multilevel governance and inter-jurisdictional fiscal

relations
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Extras: More on Fiscal Relations

I Special Autonomy provisions for Papua and West Papua
I Laws governing mining vs. petroleum revenues
I Baroque system of center-region transfers
I “Practical difficulties in administration”



Extras: Health care facilities

1. puskesmas
I Community health centers (pusat kesehatan masyarakat)
I Deliver basic health care at the subdistrict level, present in

8.2% of villages.

2. puskesmas pembantu
I “helper” community health centers (pusat kesehatan

masyarakat pembantu)
I Facilitate frontline basic health care delivery in places

where puskesmas is not available, present in 21.1% of
villages.

3. posyandu
I family planning and unified health service posts (pos

pelayanan keluarga berencana - kesehatan terpadu)
I established and managed by village-level communities

themselves, facilitated by public health workers, present in
49.5% of villages



Extras: On Mechanisms

1. Commodity price shocks? Cannot have been.
2. Revenues→ violence, violence→ fewer public goods

Actually exactly backwards
3. Natural gas versus mining (compensation or

own-production)
Leverage Raja Ampat comparison in quadruple diff model,
results hold

4. Spillover effects (negative or positive)
Convincing evidence of resource curse extending to
electricity from private sources too

5. Insulates district governments from political accountability
Cannot test directly (at least not yet)



Extras: Regression Results (Electricity)
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Extras: Regression Results (Violence)



Extras: Regression Results (Non-State)
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